Triangle co-editor’s report, Nov 2018 AGM
I am pleased to report that The Triangle continues to be very well received. This coming year we will print 400
copies every month, so that number has grown steadily from about 370 two years ago.
Unfortunately our co-editor, Jo Bradley decided that working full time and bringing up two children meant
that she could not devote the time needed to continue editing The Triangle, so she produced her last Triangle
in September. I know Jo enjoyed the voluntary job but it was simply down to time pressure that she decided
to resign and we owe a great deal to her for producing five excellent issues. Jo will continue as part of the
team by distributing Triangles round Cavendish Court and also providing a liaison role with Slingsby School.
To take Jo’s place we are delighted to have Gill Baker, who was born and bred in Slingsby so is well known to
many people. Gill will be producing her first Triangle in January 2019 and I’m sure will be a great asset to the
team.
As mentioned elsewhere, we have of course a large team behind The Triangle, including our many
distributers; our advertising and distribution manager, Jo Breckon; our treasurer Sarah Bowley, and our
regular team of contributers, too numerous to name individually. Our thanks go to them all, without whom
The Triangle could not function. Remember that everyone is a volunteer!
As a reminder, the Triangle newsletter began in 2010 as seven B&W pages. It has grown steadily over eight
years to 24 pages, usually with four or six pages in colour, depending on the content. We hope you will agree
that £6 per year represents excellent value for six Triangles, six Pinks and one Yellow Pages.
I would also like to take this opportunity once again to remind readers that we can only continue to publish
the magazine in its present form if we have sufficient copy to fill it. So if anyone is considering writing an
article please do! Several people have over the last year. You can type it on computer and e-mail it, write it on
paper and deliver it, or we can even write it for you if you phone us. All the contact details are shown on the
front of every issue.
Please continue to support The Triangle and keep it flourishing throughout its ninth year. Thankyou.
David Thornley.
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